
NASA and Star Wars  inspired, this
camps will make your imagination
blast off! We'll be learning about
real-life space exploration while
building models based on popular
Star Wars  ships.  This week will be
out of this world!

Campers will develop a range of
coding & problem-solving skills as
they create fun space-themed
video games in the Scratch  video
game design software. Campers
will be able to play their completed
game & bring it home on a flash
drive at the end of the week. 

Bring LEGO  bricks to life with
coding! Campers will develop skill
level progression of coding
concepts as they advance though
multiple levels of difficulty.  We'll
build models with WeDo 2.0 and
then control them with the codes
we write.

Steve is jumping for joy as he
introduces the newest member
of his Minecraft  world! Bring
your virtual designs to life by
building new mob figures,
mosaics and custom models
with LEGO  bricks.

Help the town of Bricksburg solve
this mystery. Grab your magnifying
glass, detective cap and brick
separator to unravel clues, track
down missing people and build lots
of LEGO  models to solve the case!

FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS AND DETAILS, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: 

WWW.BRICKS4KIDZ.COM/GR

Video Game
Design 

Ages 7.5 to 12

Ninjago  fans with spin with
excitement as we learn basic
robotics while building motorized
models inspired by your favorite
characters! You'll be programming
models, customizing battle arenas
& vehicles and battling mini-figures!

Space & Galaxy
Wars 

Ages 5 to 11

Ninja Robotics
Ages 5 to 11

SUMMER CAMPS 2024

Arts & Crafts

Ages 5 to 11

Game On: 
Mario Edition 

Ages 5 to 11

Mining and
Crafting 

Ages 5 to 11

Mysterious  Case
 of the Missing
Master Builder 

Ages 5 to 11

Safari Adventures 
Ages 4 to 8

Campers will be able to build with our
technic, 3-D, & mosaic kits, which they
can choose to keep! Bookmarks, picture
frames, jewelry, room decor,pens pencil
sharpeners, pencil holders and MORE!

Spend a week creating &
building characters from
popular video games - Super
Mario Bros., Roblox,
Beyblades, Pokemon and
more!

We're going on an adventure
where we'll learn and build
favorite safari animals and
objects. Snap imaginary photos
of lions, elephants & chimps as
you steer your brick Jeep or boat
model through the jungle.

WeDo 2.0 Robotics
Exploration
Ages 7 to 12

Super Hero
Academy

Ages 5 to 11

Join us for a day of building
Super Heroes with LEGO  bricks!
Build a fantasy worl and protect
it from enemies with custom
contraptions made with LEGO
bricks.

Studio 2.0
3-D Design

Advanced Robotics: Mining & Crafting

Inspired by the dynamic LEGO
Masters TV show - each day brings
exciting new challenges, from
constructing towering structures
to engineering moving creations.
It's a journey of innovation,
teamwork, and endless fun. 

Step into the fusion of digital creativity and real-
world robotics - perfect for aspiring engineers and
programmers. Inspired by the imaginative world
of Minecraft, this camp utilizes LEGO's innovative
Spike Prime kit to transform virtual concepts into
dynamic robotic creations. 

Ages 9-13

Master
Challenge

Ages 5 to 11

Have you ever wanted to design
your own LEGO set? Learn how to
create anything you can imagine in
an online platform designed for
brick lovers like you. We will teach
you how to use Studio 2.0 to turn
your ideas into a 3-D virtual set.

Ages 8 to 14

Step into the World of Wizards, where
the enchanting worlds of Harry Potter
and Fantastic Beasts come alive
through LEGO building! Young
wizards will build mystical worlds,
craft magical creatures, and concoct
LEGO potions in a realm where
imagination knows no bounds – the
Bricks 4 Kidz way! 

World of Wizards
Ages 5 to 11


